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We study the positive radial solutions of the equation div( IDulpm2 Du) + uq = 0 
for 0 < p - 1 i q. When q < Np/(N - p) - 1 we give the complete classification of 
the isolated singularities of the above equation. 0 1988 Academic Press, Inc. 
0. INTRODUCTION 
In this article we study the global behaviour and the isolated 
singularities of the positive radial solutions of the following doubly non- 
linear equation in an N-dimensional space: 
div( IDulP-* Du) + S= 0. (0.1) 
When p = 2 (0.1) is called Emden-Fowler’s equation and plays an impor- 
tant role in astrophysics. The properties of its positive and radial solutions 
have been studied by Emden [S], Fowler [7,8], Chandrasekhar [4], and 
many other authors. They noticed the existence of two critical values for q 
in (1, co) which are N/(N-2) and (N+ 2)/(N-2) and they give precise 
asymptotics for radial positive singularities. Later positive not necessarily 
radial solutions of Emden-Fowler’s equation were studied by Gidas and 
Spruck [lo], Aviles Cl], and Lions [lS] in the case l<q<(N+2)/ 
(N-2). 
The first results concerning the general case of (0.1) (0 < p - 1 < q) have 
been obtained by Ni and Serrin [17, 183 who gave a priori estimates near 
a singularity. In particular they show that q = N(p - l)/(N - p) is a critical 
value. They also obtained nonexistence results for positive solutions in an 
exterior domain for p - 1 < q < N(p - 1 )/(N - p). Their methods were 
based upon a general Pohozaev identity associated with (0.1). Another 
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critical value of q, Np/(N- p) - 1, corresponding to the imbedding of 
Wkp(lR”) into Lp*(RN) also played an important role. 
In this paper we first give Ni and Serrin’s estimates under a slightly 
weaker hypothesis, with a simpler method depending upon an appropriate 
change of variables and concavity properties. As a consequence we get the 
following result. 
Assume 1 < p < N. Then 
(i) if p - 1 < q < Np/(N - p) - 1 there exist no positive radial 
sofutions of (0.1) in RN; 
(ii) if” q = Np,l(N - p) - 1 the only positive radial solutions of (0.1) in 
RN are Ihe functions 
where a is any positive real number. 
If we look for solutions of (0.1) in the form u(r) =a#, then we get 
/3 = -p/( q + 1 - p) (we always assume q > p - 1 for otherwise (0.1) falls 
into the scope of Serrin’s works [Zl, 221) and 
where it is clear that A,,, only exists when p < N and q > N(p - l)/ 
(N - p). If p(x) denotes the fundamental solution of the p-Laplace equation, 
that is. 
;~;(Nw,)l/(P-~, IXI(P--N)/(P--Ib, if l<p<N, 
P(x)=P(IxI)= (Nw,)-‘:‘N-‘)log(l/lxl), if p=N, 
(0.4) 
where oN is the volume of the unit ball B,(O) in RN, we prove the following 
result in the subcritical case. 
Assume l<pGN,p-l<q<N(p-l)/(N-p)(p-l<qifp=N),and 
let u be a positive radial solution of (0.1) in B, (0)\ { 0 >. Then either u is 
regular in B,(O) or there exists a constant a > 0 such that 
lim u(x)/,u(x) = a. 
.r - 0 (0.5) 
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Moreover u satisfies 
(0.6) 
in D’(B,(O)). Finalfy such solutions always exist for each a E (0, LX,,). 
This result is proved by the change of variable above together with 
Serrin’s results [22]. In the supercritical case we can transform (0.1) into 
an autonomous system in R2. Then thanks to PoincarbBendixon theory 
we get the following. 
Assume l<p<N, N(p-l)/(N-p)<q<Np/(N-p)-1, andlet u bea 
positive radial solution of (0.1) in B,(O)\(O). Then either u is regular in 
B,(O) or 
lim 1 yl Pl(q + I ~ PI 
u(x)= Av,p,q. (0.7) .r - 0 
In the critical case we introduce (xI(~-~)‘(~-‘) U(X) as a new variable, 
transforming (0.1) into a nonautonomous first order equation. 
Assume 1 < p < N, q = N(p - 1 )/(N - p), and let u be a positive radial 
solution of (0.1) in B,(O)\(O). Th en either u is regular in B,(O) or 
lim(~x~(log(l/~x(jj’~pj~N~p~i~p--l~~(~) 
r -0 
(0.8) 
In an appendix we give the proof of an unpublished result by Serrin and 
Veron concerning local existence and uniqueness of solutions of 
div(lDulPe2 Du)= f(u) (0.9) 
when p > 2 (the case 1~ p < 2 has been proved by Franchi et al. [ 161). 
1. THE SUBCRITICAL CASE 
Assume Q is an open subset of RN containing 0 and P’=sL\(O}. Our 
first result is the following 
THEOREM 1.1. Assume l<p<N, p-l<q<N(p-l)/(N-p), and let 
u E C’(P) be a positive radial solution of (0.1) in R’. Then 
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(i) either u can be e.utended to Q as a C’ solution of (0.1) in Q, or 
(ii) there exists II> 0 such that 
lim u(s)/p(x) = t(. (1.1) 
r-0 
Moreover u satisfies 
-div(lDulP~2DU)--4=~P-‘bo (1.2) 
in D’(Q). 
We first start with the following a priori estimates of the singularity 
which have been obtained in a different way by Ni and Serrin [ 181. 
PROPOSITION 1.1. Assume 1 < p Q N, q > p - 1, and let u be a positive 
radial solution of (0.1) in Q’. We have the following results: 
(i) Zf p- 1 <q<N(p- l)/(N-p), then u(x)/p(x) remains bounded 
near 0. 
(ii) If l<p<N and q=N(p-l)/(N-p), then u(x)/(p(x) 
(log(l/(xl))‘P~N”‘P?-P’ remains bounded near 0. 
(iii) Zf l<p<N and q>N(p-l)/(N-p), then (x(~“~+‘-~‘u(.Y) 
remains bounded near 0. 
Proof: Without any loss of generality we can assume B 2 B,(O). We 
first assume 1 < p < N. The function u(x) = u(r), r = 1x1, satisfies 
(rNp’ Iu,IP~*~,),+~‘~-‘u~=O 
in (0, 11. Introduce the change of variables 
S=r(P-N)i(P-l) 9 u(r) = u(s); 
(1.3) 
(1.4) 
then 
(1.5) 
holds in [ 1, a). Hence u is concave, u, is decreasing, and either 
lim, + sc D(S) is finite and u is regular in Q [Zl], or lim,, x v(s)= CQ. 
Moreover v(s)/s remains bounded which implies that u(x)/p(x) is bounded 
in B,(O), thus proving (i). When q > N(p - l)/(N- p) we can improve this 
estimate. From concavity and the fact that lim,, 3. v(s) = CC we have 
u(s) 2 sv,(s)( 1 + o( 1)) and, since v,(s) > 0, (1.5) becomes 
(vf- ‘)s + cs -P(N--I)i(N-Pl+YtlsY~O (1.6) 
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for some c>O and s large enough. If we set Jl(s)= t)g- ‘(s) then 
ll/s+cs 
-p(N-I)i~N~p)+q~yl~P-llI~~ 
Now integrate (1.7) to deduce that 
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(1.7) 
(@f+(s)) - 
kY+l~P)!(Pvl)>C’ 
~--N(P- lb/IN-P) 
f 
log s, 
or equivalently 
0 < u,(s) < c” 
SCN(~-I)I(N-~)~y11(4+~-~l , 
(~ogs)-(~-‘MN~~~l) 9 
for 4>N~-UlW-p), 
for 4=Np-1)/W-p), 
(1.8) 
for 4>N(p- 1)/W-P), 
for q=N(p- l)/(N-p). 
(1.9) 
Integrating this last relation yields 
u(s) d C”’ 
safe- IliCCN-pP)(q+ 1 -PJI 3 for q>N(p-- 1)/W-p), 
s(logs)-(P-‘)‘(NP-Ppz) 
7 for q=N(p- 1)/W-p), 
(1.10) 
which is the desired estimate. 
In the case N= p the previous change of variable is replaced by 
and v satisfies 
s=log~ 
r’ 
u(r) = u(s), (1.11) 
(IU,IN-2uV,),+e-N”uy=0 (1.12) 
on [0, co). Then u is concave and u(s)/s remains bounded, which implies 
1 
u(x) 6 c log - 
I-4 
(1.13) 
for 0 < 1x1 < l/2. 
Proof of Theorem 1.1. We assume 1 c p < N. From the concavity of u 
(from (1.5) or (1.12)) either lim,,,, U(X) is finite and u is a regular solution 
of (0.1) in Q [21] or lim,x,, u(x)= co. If we write (0.1) in the form 
div()Du)PP2 Du)+d(x) up-’ =0 (1.14) 
with ~(x)=uq+‘-Pp, then for &P-O small enough we have de LN”p--E)(Q). 
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We then deduce from [22] that if u is singular at 0 there exists a constant 
/I>0 such that 
(1.15) 
for 0 < 1x1 < l/2. If we return to ~1, this gives 
1 
BGu(s)/sd- 
P 
(1.16) 
for s large enough. Since 
u(s) - u( 1) u(s) 1 - u( 1 )/u(s) 
.s+ =- 
s-l s ( 1 - l/s > 
is decreasing and bounded below by b//2 for large s it admits a positive 
limit a as s tends to co. This implies (1.1). Since t’ is concave and 
lim,, ,~ u(s)/s = a > 0 we get 
lim r,(s) = c(, (1.17) 
3 + cc 
which implies 
lim u,(~)/p,(r) = u. (1.18) 
r-0 
For E > 0 small enough, set Q, = Q\B,(O). If [E CA(Q) then 
- i,, IDulp-2 Du.D[dx+j uq[dx=j Dup~2Du+Jda (1.19) 
Q, IX =e 
From (1.18) we get (1.2) by letting E + 0. 
It must be noticed that there truly exist solutions of (1.2) for some c1> 0. 
In fact consider the problem 
-div(lDulP-’ Du)-u4=ap-‘Lso in D’(B,(O)), 
(1.20) 
u=o on aB,(O). 
PROPOSITION 1.2. Assume l<~<N,p--l<q<N(p-l)/(N-p). Then 
there exists a* > 0 such that (1.20) admits at least one positive radial solution 
for 0 < CL < a* and no such solution for CL > a*. 
Proof We shall only treat the case 1 < p < N, the ideas being the same 
when p = N. The proof is divided into three steps. 
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Step 1. The subset r of a > 0 such that there exists a solution of (1.20) 
is not empty. To see this we consider the change of variables (1.4), and for 
y > 0 let uy be the solution of 
PS-P(N-l)MN-P)q=O, for SL 1, 
(1.21) 
u,(l)=O, UJ 1) = ?/. 
u, is defined on some maximal interval [ 1, T) where it stays positive. From 
the concavity of uY on [l, T), we have three possibilities: 
(i) Tc co and v,(T) =0, or 
(ii) T= cc and uy admits a finite limit at infinity, or 
(iii) T= cc and lim,,, uy(s)= co. 
In case (i) and (ii) there exists TE (1, T] such that uY,(r) =O. Since 
u,,(s) < 1’s by concavity we get 
(1.22) 
on (1, t), which implies (even if T = cc in case (ii)) 
C(N,p,q)yq(l-r4-N(P~~li(N~~))>y~~I 
with 
(1.23) 
N-P 
Wp-I)-q(N-p) 
which clearly is impossible for 0 < y < (C( N, p, q)) - l’(q + ’ - p). Hence for 
Y E (0, (CW, P, q))- rlcq+ IPp)) the function uy satisfies (iii) and from 
Theorem 1.1 we have (1.1) and (1.2). Moreover a < y. 
Step 2. For CI large enough (1.20) admits no positive radial solution. 
Assume the contrary and set II/, = uYS p- l for y > 0. From concavity we have 
u&s) 2 (S - 1) u,&). Then from (1.21) we get 
II/ +-d(P-I)+ 
Y* Y 
S-~(N-I)l(N-~)(S- l)q<o. (1.24) 
If we set c1= cc(y) = lim,, m u,(s)/s = lim,, oc u&s), then 
P-l 
q+l-py 
-(q+l--P)l(p--I) 
+($$>“J:s 
-P(N--L)/(N-P~(~- l)qds 
(1.25) 
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If tl is such that 
I % -li(q+l-pl 
X J s~P’.~-Ili(.Y~P~(s-~l)Y~s , I (1.26) I 
then (1.25) is impossible. 
Step 3. If &, E r, then (0, a,] c f. In fact we shall prove that if jj > 0 is 
such that 
lim u?(s)/s = I% 
>-3c 
then for any CIE (0, 6) there exists at least one YE (0, 7) such that 
lim, + m a+)/~ = c1 and uy(s) < u?(s) for s > 1. To see this we define three 
sequences {an},lao, {Y,,}~~,, (~~~,}.ao such that 
a.=a(l--&), nB0, 
ap-1 
w&) =-- 2 N- p (Ah,)-‘Q-I’s, s2 1, 
y,~~(a~~l+(~)‘~~s-p~N-l~~~N-p~,~,~~~(s)~s)’~”-*‘, 
PS-~(N--~i(N--Jw~-L=o, s> 1, 
w,( 1) = 0, w,s(l)=Y,. 
Clearly lim, _ x w,(s)/s = lim, _ ic, W,,(S) = a, and the sequences 
and { w,,),,~ are well defined. If u,(r) = W,(S), then u,, satisfies 
-div( (Du,l p-2Du,)-u~~,=a,P-160 in D’(B,(O)), 
u, = 0 on as,(O). 
Moreover 
lim u,(x)/p(x) = a,. 
r-0 
(1.27) 
(1.28) 
n> 1, 
(1.29) 
(1.30) 
bJ”L I 
(1.31) 
(1.32) 
From classical comparison principles we have 
(1.33) 
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for n 2 1, where Z?(T) = up(s). Hence the sequence {u,,> converges in 
C,‘,,(E,(O)\{O}) to some u satisfying (1.20) and (1.1). 
In the next result we extend Theorem 1.1 to more general solutions. 
THEOREM 1.2. Assume 1 < p G N, p - 1 < q < N( p - 1 )/(N- p), and ler 
u E C ‘(a’) be a positive solution of (0.1) such that 
U(X)IPb) < c (1.34) 
for some C > 0 and 1x1 small enough. Then the conclusions of Theorem 1.1 
still hold. 
Proof We write (0.1) in the form (1.14) and we still have Serrin’s alter- 
native: either 
(i) u can be extended as a C ’ solution of (0.1) in Q, or 
(ii) there exists fl>O such that 
1 
for 1x1 small enough. We still assume Q 2 B,(O), and define 
u(x) y = lim sup -. 
x - 0 P(X) 
(1.35) 
(1.36) 
Then there exists a sequence {x,,} converging to 0 such that y = 
lim, + m u(x,)/p(x,), If we set 6, = Ix,1 and 5, =x,/6, we can assume that 
Yn = 4-?JlP(X,) = sup u(x)IAx). 
I-4 = 1-G 
Now define 
us.(l) = u(~rt5YA~n) (1.37) 
for 0 < 151 < l/6,. The function ug. satisfies 
div(IDusnlP-* Dug,) + C(b,)u& = 0 (1.38) 
in B&O)\ {0} with 
c(6,)=6,p(~(6,))y+‘~p. (1.39) 
Moreover, since u satisfies (1.34), we also have by standard theory 
IWx)l G c I-4 -’ P(X) (1.40) 
pu(x)-Du(x’)l <c lx-x’(” Ix\-‘-*p(x) (1.41) 
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for 0 < 1x1 < I.y’I < l/2 and for some C> 0 and a E (0, 1). Hence for any 
compact subset K of RN\ (0) there exists C, such that 
II%,ll c1qxI, Q c/c (1.42) 
for 6, small enough. Hence the set of functions {Us,} is relatively compact 
in the C:,,-topology of R”‘\(O). A s a consequence there exists a p-har- 
monic function M’ in RN\{O} and a subsequence {6,.} of (6,) such that 
{ ua,,} converges to IV in the C/,,- topology of W”\ (0). Moreover M’ > 0 in 
R”\(O); hence if p= N then 1~ is constant [ 131 and we get from (1.37) 
that uv=y=lim,,, ua,([) for 151 = 1. For s>O, there exists n, such that 
Y,~ > y - E for n > n,. Then comparing u and (7 - s)p in {x: 6, < 1x1 <a,, 
p>n>n,} implies U> (I?--s)p. As a consequence we find 
(1.43) 
When 1 < p c N we deduce from (1.37) that 
B’,u(x) < n’(x) d B’p(x) (1.4) 
for some /I’>0 and any xeIWN. Hence M’=L~ for some A>0 [13] and 
I =y/p(l). Again comparing u and (I)--.s)p in a sequence of annuli 
converging to 0 implies ( 1.43). 
2. GLOBAL SOLUTIONS 
We study here some properties of positive radial solutions of (0.1) in an 
exterior domain. Some of the results presented here have already been 
obtained by Ni and Serrin [ 171 under a slightly stronger hypothesis and 
with a completely different method. 
PROPOSITION 2.1. Assume l<p<N, q>p-1, and G={~EE[~: 
1x1 >, 1 } . Then we have the following: 
(i) Zfp-l<q<N(p-l)/(N-p)when l<p<Norq>p-1 when 
p = N there exist no positive radial solutions of (0.1) in G. 
(ii) Zfl<p<Nandq>N(p-l)/(N-p)andifuisapositiueradiaf 
solution of (0.1) in G there exist two positive constants 2 and v such that 
Ap(x)<u(x)<v Ixl-p”~+‘--p’ (2.1) 
for XEG. 
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Proof Step 1. Assume 1 < p < N, q > p - 1, and u is a positive radial 
solution of (0.1) in G, then lim,,, _ oc, u(x) = 0. In order to prove it we shall 
only consider the case 1 c p < N and make the change of variable (1.4). As 
u is concave in (0, l] it admits a nonnegative limit a at 0. Let us assume 
that c( is nonzero, then we deduce from (1.5) that the relation 
1 
_C,S~p(N-l)/IN-~)~(10 IP--~~,),< --s-~(N--LV(N~~) 
s (2.2) 
Cl 
holds for s small enough and c, > 0, which implies 
C;s-N(p-lM(N-~)< lu 1 
s IP--~“,~-~-N(P-‘)I(N~P) 
4 
(2.3) 
for 0 <s < s0 4 1. Hence u, > 0 on (0, so] and 
1 
C;s-WCN~~‘<V ,-S-NI(N-~) SC c; (2.4) 
which implies lim, _ ,, u(s) = -co, contradiction. 
Step 2. Assume lcp<N and p-l<q<N(p-l)/(N-p); then (i) 
holds. As u(0) = 0 and u is concave u(s) 2 SO,(S) for s > 0; (1.5) becomes 
(2.5) 
(we have assumed 1 < p < N). If we set 1(/(s) = u,“- l(s), we get 
2 c’ 
S~--N(~--l)!(N-p) 
3 for qc N(p- 1)/W-p), 
log( l/S), for q=Np-1MN-~1, 
(2.6) 
for s + 1 and c’ > 0. As $(O) > 0 we get a contradiction. When p = N we just 
set T = log( l/r), W(T) = u(r). 
Step 3. Assume lcp<N and q>N(p-l)/(N-p); then (ii) holds. 
We shall distinguish according to whether u,P- ‘(0) is finite or not. In the 
first case it is clear that u(r) 51 pp(r) near 0 for some p > 0. In the second 
case we deduce from (2.5) that 
u (S)~C)S-C4-NN(~--L)i(N-~)l;(q+l-~) 
s (2.7) 
near 0 for some c’ > 0 which implies the right-hand side of (2.1). As for the 
left-hand side it is just the consequence of u(s) > cs near 0. 
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Remark 2.1. When I<p<N and q>N(p-l)/(N-p) there truly 
exist solutions u of (0.1) in G satisfying either 
or 
for any c1> 0. The solutions 
local fixed point relation 
1l;tP-l) 
da. (2.10) 
(.YI(‘~~PI.‘(P-IIU(.‘I)=i( (2.9) 
satisfying (2.9) can be obtained through the 
The existence of such a fixed point for s small enough is essentially the 
same as for Theorem 5.1 and 5.2 and it will be omitted. 
As a consequence of Proposition 2.1, we have 
THEOREM 2.1. Assume 1 < p < N; then 
(i) ifp - 1 < q -C Np/( p - 1) - 1 there exist no positive radial solutions 
of(O.l) in IWN, 
(ii) if q = Np/(p - 1) - 1 the only positive radiaf solutions of (0.1) in 
[WN are the functions 
where a is any positive real number. 
Proof: In the case N(p-l)/(N-p)<qcNp/(N-p)-1, (i) is the 
consequence of a now well-known first integral of Pohozaev type [17, 19, 
201. As u,,(r) exists whenever u,(r) # 0 (at most one point) we have from 
Gauss’ Theorem 
s div((Du.x) lDulp-‘Du)dx= IDuI~-~ (Du.x) u,, da, (2.12) B&3) 
where u,,= (Du-x/lxl). But 
div((Du.x) IDulpS2 Du) 
=(Du~x)div(lDulP-2Du)+ IDUI~-~ (Du.D(Du.x)) 
and 
/Du/~-~ (Du+D(Du.x))= lDulp+(l/p)(x.D lDulp). 
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Hence 
JB ~o,(Du.-~)diV(IDUl~-2Dll)dX+J ID”lpdx 
R B.40) 
+’ f P BdO) 
(x-D IDUIP) dx 
But 
= 
I IDulp-’ (Duex) u, da. ?BR(O) 
I 
(x. D IDulp) dx 
BdO) 
and 
= -N JB R (o, lDulpdx+ iI;,,,,, IWp(x.v)d~ 
JB co,(Du.x)div(lDult‘-2Du)dx= 
R 
-JBIOjuq(Du*x)dx 
R 
(2.13) 
and finally we get 
N -J (? + 1 uq+‘dvx+ l-- BN) ( “)J p BR(O) ‘Du’p dx 
1 ’ =- 
4 + 1 J aB,dO) 
uq+l(x.v)da-;fdB (o) (Dulp(x.v)da 
R 
+I 
IDulP-2 (Du.x)u, da. (2.14) 
ABRCO) 
As sBRCo, IDul JJ dx = f&f‘,) u4 + ’ dx + f&(o) u ID4 ’ - 2 % da we get 
1 =- 
4 + 1 I dB,dO) 
uq+1(x.v)da-$J8B co,IDulp(x.v)da 
R 
+ I 
JDuIp-’ (Du.x)u,da 
dB,dO) 
u (Dulpp2 u,,da. (2.15) 
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As q+ 1 <Np/(N-p), N/(q+ I)+ 1 -(Nlp)>O. Moreover from (2.1) 
IDuI=Iu~I=O(IX~-‘~+““~+‘-~)). H ence for a positive radial solution 
of (0.1) in R” the right-hand side of (2.15) goes to 0 as R goes to CC, 
contradiction. 
For (ii) it is clear that )‘a satisfies Dp,(O) = 0, 
div(IDulP-2DU)+UNP/(N-P)-1=0 (2.16) 
in RN. From a result of Franchi et al. in the case 1 < p 6 2 [ 163 and Serrin 
and Veron in the case p > 2 [23] there exists a unique local solution of 
(r N- * ]ii,lp-2 ii,), + r N-$jN~/(N-p)-l=o in CO, rmax), 
(2.17) 
ii,(O) = 0, iqO)=b#O. 
Moreover, as ii, < 0 in (0, rmax), ii is bounded and (2.17) never degenerates 
for r > 0. Hence rmax = co, and there is no bifurcation along the trajectory 
of fi so li=y,. 
Remark 2.2. When p = 2 Theorem 2.1 is still true even if the solutions 
are not radial [15]. It is likely that this hypothesis of radiality is 
unnecessary in any case. 
3. THE SUPER CRITICAL CASE 
We still assume that Q is an open subset of RN containing 0, 
Q’ = L2\ {0}, and we start with the following extension of a result of Gidas 
and Spruck [lo]. 
THEOREM 3.1. Assume l<p<N, q>N(p-l)/(N-p), and let 
u E C ‘(f2’) be a positiue solution of (0.1) such thar 
264 + ’ - fJ’N’p E L;,,(Q). (3.1) 
Then u can be extended to & as a C ’ solution of (0.1) in 52. 
Proof: We follow Gidas and Spruck’s method which is based upon a 
Nash-Moser iterative scheme and Serrin’s results. We define 
P*=NPI(N-P), ao= (q+ 1 -P)N/(PP*) (3.2) 
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and for uaa, and I>0 
i 
u=, if O<u<l, 
F(u) = 
; (Cd- 
(3.3) 
TP + (CIO - ct)l”), if u 2 I, 
and G(u)= F(u)(F’(u))~-‘-~~~‘; F is C’ on [WC and G continuous and 
piecewise regular. Moreover 
F(u)<~PV’, 
uF’( u) < aF(u), (3.4) 
IG(u)l G F(u)(F’(u))~- ‘, 
and 
; (F’(u))~, if Ocu<l, 
G’(u) 2 
; (F’(u))~, 
(3.5) 
if u>f, 
with y = ap - p + 1, y0 = a,p - p + 1. Without any loss of generality we can 
assume B,(O) c Q and let 5 and r be two nonnegative C a3 functions in 52, 5 
with compact support in B,(O), e vanishing in some neighbourhood of 0. 
We get 
f (tf,p Pulp G’(u) dx h(O) 
+pf IDu~~-~ ((t)p-’ G(u)(DwD(~~)) dx R(O) 
=- 
f u%?)~ G(u) dx (3.6) h(O) 
from (0.1). Using (3.5) we deduce 
f (t?lp IWu)lp dx h(O) 
<C(a) j 
1 
(Pulp-’ (5s)p-’ IF’(u)lP-’ F(u) lD(b?)I)dx 
J%(O) 
+I cm 
p u~+~-~F~(u)). (3.7) 
h(O) 
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From Young’s inequality 
pul”-’ IF’(U)(“-’ F(u)(&p-’ lD(<i;)l 
<r pulp IF’(u)lP (:i)“+$F’(u) ID(~~ 
P’ 
with 8 > 0 and p’ = p/( p - 1). Taking 8 = ( l/2C(a))L~tip’ we get 
s l~(S~~(~))lP BI 
(3.8) 
GC’(cc) j 
i 
(10(5~)l”FP(~)+(5S)P~r+‘-PFP(~))dx . 
4~0) 1 
(3.9) 
From [21, Lemma S] there exists a sequence {rk} of nonnegative C” 
functions in B,(O) vanishing in some neighbourhood of 0 converging to 1 
in B,(O)\(O) and such that (Drk} converges to 0 in LN(B,(0)). From 
previous estimates 
jBco,Fp*(u)dx<C(I,a)j umoP*dx 
I h(O) 
= cu, u) j UC4 + I- P)NIP dx 
h(O) 
as a0 p* = (q + 1 - p)Nlp. Hence from (3.2) 
i 
FP*(u) dx < KC(I, a) 
h(O) 
for some K> 0. From Holder’s inequality 
I 4(O) 
5” lDtflp FP(U) G llDtII ;i”(B,(O)) Ilt;F(“)ll”,‘,,,,,)) 
If we replace e by rk in (3.12) and use (3.11) we get 
lim k-s s Bco)tp ImPFP(4=0 I 
for any 1> 0 and a 2 ao, so (3.9) becomes 
U > 
PIP8 
(W(U))~* dx B,,o) 
<C’(M) j (~D~~“+u”+‘-“~“)FP(u)dx. 
&CO) 
(3.10) 
(3.11) 
(3.12) 
(3.13) 
(3.14) 
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Moreover 
P!N 
< (c (SF(U))~* 
&? + 1~ P~NIP dx > . h(O) 
If we take supp(r) such that C2(a)(~,,,,(~) u(q+l--p)N’p dx)p’N < $ we get, by 
letting 1 go to infinity, 
s B,(o, (5~‘)~’ dx G 2C*(a) jB (o) (14 uYP dx. (3.15) I 
If we take a = (q + 1 - p)N/p2 we deduce that u E @z(Q). Iterating this 
process we deduce that u E L;,,(a) for any t E [ 1, co). If d(x) = uq+‘- “(x) 
then dEL&,(Q) for any t< cc and as (0.1) can be written as 
div(~Du~P-2Du)+d(x)uP-‘=0, 
then from [22] either there exists /I>0 such that 
(3.16) 
/j ,x,‘~-N):I~-II~U(X)~~ I~~‘PPJ”)/(P--~) (3.17) 
or u can be extended to Q as a C1 solution of (0.1) in Q. But it is clear that 
(3.17) is not possible, which ends the proof. 
The main result of this section is the following 
THEOREM 3.2. Assume l<p<N, N(p-l)/(N-p)<q<Np/(N-p)-1, 
and u is a positive radial solution of (0.1) in Q’. Then we have the following: 
(i) either lim,,, ~x~pi~q+l~p~u(x)=~~,p,q, or 
(ii) u can be extended to 52 as a C ’ solution of (0.1) in 52. 
Proof: The proof is divided into four steps and is based upon a phase 
plane analysis. Let us define Ii/(r) = r P”q+ ’ - p’u(r). From Proposition 1.1 tj 
is bounded for 0 < r < 1 and using the same scaling method as in [9], r@, 
is also bounded on [0, 11. Moreover $ satisfies (whenever (0.1) is not 
degenerated) 
P P-2 
rll/,- 
q+l-P *I I 
(p-1)r2er,+ 
+p2q--p(q+W 
(4 + 1 - P)* 
i)++o. (3.18) 
505/76/l-12 
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We classically set f = log( l/r), \c( t) = tj(r), which transforms (3.18) into the 
autonomous equation 
Iw,+6wl”-’ ((p- l)n,,, -(N-h(q+p-l))W,-(N-bq)W)+Wq=o, 
(3.19) 
whered=p/(q+l--p)and r>O. 
Step 1. We claim that M’, + 6u* > 0. We write (3.19) as 
(p- 1) (H’,+&1p-* (w,, + h’,) - (N- 6q) 112’, + &lP- z (W, + 6W) + WY = 0 
(3.20) 
and as u’ and bt’, are bounded and N - Sq > 0 we get 
As a consequence ~1, + 6w > 0 and (3.20) can be written as 
(P- 1) U’,t- (N-6(q+p-1))~v,-6(N-6q)w+dJ(~,+8~~)2-P=0, 
(3.22) 
and we consider (3.22) as a nonlinear autonomous system in R + x R with 
the unknowns ( )v, We). 
Step 2. The point (J.N,p,yr 0) is asymptotically stable. For simplicity set 
/l=A N, p,4 ; by linearization at (2, 0) we get 
(~-1)x,,- [N-b(q+p- l)+(p-2)~y+‘~pS’--p].~yl 
_ [~(N-~q)-q~Y+‘-P~‘~P+(p-2)~Y+‘~P~2-P]x=0 (3.23) 
and the characteristic equation is 
(p- l)p’-(p- l)[N-6(q+ l)]p+&N-6q)(q+ 1 -p)=O. (3.24) 
As p - 1 < q < NpI(N- p) - 1, (3.24) admits two roots with negative real 
parts which proves the asymptotic stability. 
Step 3. Assume w(t) decreases to 0 as t tends to co; then 
for t 2 0 and some c > 0. In fact, from (3.21) we have 
(w,+bw)P-’ (t)< w’(t) xcsj’ 
(3.25) 
(3.26) 
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which implies 
and 
w(t) G (ae (S(y+l-p)!(P-1))~ +c/(j~(P~ww-P) (3.28) 
for some a > 0, for t large enough, which implies (3.25). Moreooer 
Theorem 3.1 implies that if w satisfies (3.25), then u can be extended to 52 as 
a regular solution of (0.1) in R. 
Step 4. Conclusion of the proof. Let T be the trajectory of (\u, IV,) in 
the phase plane R+ x l% for t > 0 and let f+(T) be its o-limit set at a. 
From the boundedness of T, T+(T) is a nonempty connected compact 
subset of R+ x R. We shall distinguish two cases, 
Case 1. (~,.,,,, 0)~ T+(T), 
Case 2. (~N,p,,, O)$~+(T). 
In Case 1, Step 2 implies that 
lim NJ(~) = Iii0 +(r) = AN,~.~. (3.29) 
r-x 
So let us assume that we are in Case 2 and there exists G > 0 such that 
(w(t), H’,(t)) # m(~N.p,q~ 0)) = a0 (3.30) 
for any t > 0. Again we are left with two possibilities, 
Case 2-l. u’(t) is monotone for t large enough, 
Case 2-2. w(f) is not asymptotically monotone. 
In Case 2-1, it is clear that b’(t) converges to some 0 > 0 when t tends to co. 
In that case we get 
(3.31) 
from (3.21) it is implied that u,,(t) admits a limit at infinity, that this limit 
is necessarily 0, and that 
eq SP- LOP-’ =-. 
N-6q 
(3.32) 
Hence 8=0 or tI=AN,p,q. As (n,,,,,,O)#T+(T) we deduce that w(f) 
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decreases to 0 when t tends to ,X and II is regular in Q from Step 3. In 
Case 2-2 we are again left with two possibilities, 
Case 2-2-l. (O,O)$f +(T), 
Case’ 2-2-2. (0,O) E Z- +(T). 
In Case 2-2-1, there exists 6 > 0 such that 
04th cl.,(l)) $ &(a 0)) (3.33) 
for t > 0. As a(t) is not asymptotically monotone there exists a sequence 
(tn} + co such that w,( I,,) = 0 and W( t,) is a local minimum for w(t). Hence 
(3.33) implies that 
w( t ) > d (3.34) 
for t 2 0 and (3.21) implies that 
(w,+bw)P-~>L 
N-&q 
(3.35) 
for t 20, and the equation never degenerates. Applying the Poincare- 
Bendixon theorem in the domain d 
A = {(u: W,)E R+ x R: (3.30), (3.33), (3.35) are satisfied} (3.36) 
FIG. 1. Case 2-2-2. 
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we deduce that r+(T) is a cycle in A. In order to prove the nonexistence of 
such a cycle we introduce y = (UT, + &t’)P - ’ and ( W, ~7) satisfying 
wI=4”i(p--)-81v=p(u’, y) 
y,=(N-dq)y-w4=Q(w, y). 
(3.37) 
Let 2 be the corresponding (u; y) domain, F’ the corresponding o-limit 
set, and D the bounded domain of 2 with boundary p+. As P and Q are 
regular in 2 we deduce 
But the right-hand side of (3.38) is clearly 0 from (3.37), and for the left- 
hand side we get 
Q,+P,,.=N-d(q+l), (3.39) 
which is nonzero as q < Np/(N-- p) - 1. Hence Case 2-2-l is impossible 
(this method is called Bendixon criterion) and we are left with Case 2-2-2. 
Then there exists a sequence (7,) such that w,(i,,) = 0, w(Z,,) is a local 
minimum, M’( i,, + I) is a local maximum, and (from the equation) 
0<12’(12,)<~,.,,,<W(I,,+,). (3.40) 
Moreover { w(7*,,)} decreases to 0 and (w(i2,,+ ,)} increases to some n as n 
tends to infinity. Let z be the solution of 
(p-l) I=,+62(P~2(Z,1+6z,)-(N-6q) Iz,+6zlp~2(;t+6z)+z4=o 
z(0) = A, z,(O) = 0 (3.41) 
and P its trajectory in the phase-plane. It is clear that 
P=T+(T) (3.42) 
as (~(~2,+1), w,(~~,+~)) converges to (A, 0) and P c Iw + x R. Moreover as 
lim n+ ,(d~2n), w,(i2,)) = (0, Oi we get 
lim z(t)=O, (3.43) 
I-m 
and z,(t) < 0 for t large enough. Hence the function 
ii(x)= 1x1 --p’(q+‘--)z(log(l/lxl)) (3.44) 
is a positive radial solution of (0.1) in RN (from Step 3) which is not 
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possible from Theorem 2.1 and we are left with Case I or Case 2-2, which 
ends the proof. 
Remark 3.1. From the asymptotic stability of (A,,,,,,,,, 0) it is clear that 
there exist many solutions of (0.1) satisfying (i). As for regular solutions 
they can easily be obtained by minimization of l/p sB,(Oi lDu1 p d,x among 
the positive and radial C’ functions on B,(O) satisfying u( 1) = 0, 
s b(O) rP+‘dx=l. It is also clear that the case qbNp/(N-p)-1 is 
significantly more difficult to handle: when q = Np/(N- p) - 1 the roots of 
(3.24) are purely imaginary and when q > NpI(N- p) - 1 this equation 
admits two roots with positive real parts and in that case the only positive 
and radial solutions of (0.1) satisfying (i) are the restrictions to Q’ of the 
function AN, p,y 1x1 PP”y + ’ ~ P’. 
Remark 3.2. In Case (i) of Theorem 3.2 there exists q* such that the 
two roots of (3.24) are real for N( p - 1 )/(N-- p) < q <q* and complex 
for q* <q< Np/(N-p)- 1. In that second case the solutions of (0.1) 
satisfying (i) are such that 1x1 P’(y + ’ - P) U(X) oscillates around AN, p,4 when x 
tends to 0. 
4. THE CRITICAL CASE 
We assume that Q is as in Section 3 and we prove the following result 
which extends previous results from Fowler [8] and Aviles [2] in the case 
p= 2. 
THEOREM 4.1. Assume 1 < p < N and let UE C’(Q) be a positive radial 
solution of 
div(lDulP-2 Du)+UN(P--I)!(N-P)=O (4.1) 
in 8’. Then 
(i) either u can be extended to Q as a C ’ solution of (4.1) in 52, or 
(ii) 
lim 1x1 (~-P)~(P--L((log(l/(xl))‘~~P’~PP’P~l)U(X) 
.r - 0 
(4.2) 
We use the same change of variable as in the proof of Theorem 3.2. If we 
set 
w(t) = r (N-P)/(P- I)u(r), t = log( l/r), (4.3) 
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then w  satisfies 
((WI+bwlp~2(M’,+6u))),+~ztY=0 (4.4) 
with 
WP- 1) 
‘= N-p ’ 
&N-p 
p-l’ (4.5) 
and from Proposition 1.1 
)$,([) ,< ct’P ~ WQ- PI (4.6) 
for t > 0. 
LEMMA 4.1. The function w  is strictly decreasing with limit 0 at infinity 
and 
w, + 6w > 0 (4.7) 
on [0, co). 
Proof From (4.6) there exists a sequence {tn} converging to 03 such 
that lim, _ cz wJt,) = 0. From (4.4) we have 
[(w,+bw) ~~~,+6wlP-2]:“+Ij’=M.4(~)d~=0 (4.8) 
for t, 2 t 2 0. As wy E L’(0, cc ) we deduce from (4.8) that 
~w,+~WI~-‘(W,+BYL’)=S~ wq(s)ds 
I 
(4.9) 
for t 20 which implies (4.7). If we assume now that w  is not strictly 
decreasing on [0, + cc) there would exist 0 < t, < t r such that 
w,(to) = M’,(t,) = 0, 
IV,20 on (to, t,). 
(4.10) 
Hence [(SW)~-‘];;= -I::, w4(s) ds and w( t r ) < w( to), a contradiction, 
which ends the proof. 
From this result the function t + w(t) is a C’ diffeomorphism from 
[IO, co) onto (0, w(O)]. We then set 
w(t) = a, 
w,(t) = Y(O). 
(4.11) 
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Hence J’ satisfies 
?.((?.+6a)“~‘),+aY=O 
on (0, n(O)]. The main point is the following: 
(4.12) 
LEMMA 4.2. The function y(a)/a admits a limit as CJ tends to 0 and this 
limit is either 0 or -6. 
ProoJ: We still know that 
-Sa<y<O 
and we set y = CTZ, - 6 < z < 0. Then z satisfies 
(4.13) 
z(u~-‘z,(z+B)~-2+u~-2(z+~)~-1)+ 
1 -(J-l=0 
p-l ’ 
(4.14) 
that is, 
zg= - z(z+6)P-i+(l/(p-l))(r4+‘-P 
uz(z + 6)P-2 
= F(0, z). (4.15) 
Step 1. z,(a) has a constant sign for (T small enough. Let us assume the 
contrary; then there exists a sequence {r,} such that 
Y,(~,VlY,(~,)l = (- 1)“. (4.16) 
If a E (0, w(O)] is such that Z,(U) = 0 we have 
1 
z(ol)(z(a)+6)p-‘+-a 
P-l 
4+l-P=o 
and 
But 
z,,(a) = FAa, z(a)) + F,(a, z(cO) z,(cO = F,(a, z(a)). (4.18) 
FJa, 2) = - 
1 
[ 
q+l-P 
02z(z+6)p-2 P-l 
64+1--P 
1 --~09+‘-P~z(z+~)P-- 
P-l 1 
and using (4.17) we get 
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But from (4.16) there exists a sequence {a, > converging to 0 such that 
y(o,,) is a local maximum for y and ~~~(a,) < 0, a contradiction. Hence z 
admits a finite limite y at 0 and 
-6<ybO. 
Step 2. Either y = 0 or y = -6. Let us assume that 
-6<y<O; 
then we have 
lim w,( t)/,u( t) = y, 
f -+ m 
and for T large enough and E > 0 small enough 
e”-““~M,(t)~e(Y+&)r 
for t 2 T. We then deduce from (4.23) that 
(~~~,+w)P-~~(~+~-E)P-‘~,P--~~c~(Y-”)(P~~)~ 
),$‘4 < C’e(Y+E)41 , 
and from (4.9) 
Ce(‘-E)(P-l)l< c’ , e(Y+E)Yr 
II!+dq 
for t 2 T. If E is chosen such that 
O<E<Y(P- l-4) 
q+p-1 ’ 
the relation (4.26) is impossible. 
(4.20) 
(4.21) 
(4.22) 
(4.23) 
(4.24) 
(4.25) 
(4.26) 
(4.27) 
Proof of Theorem 4.1. We shall distinguish the cases y = -6 or y = 0. 
Case 1. y = -6. We then get 
lim w,(t)/w(t) = -6, (4.28) 
I-ii0 
which implies that 
w(t) <e(-‘+‘)’ (4.29) 
for any E > 0 small enough, t > T, and that u can be extended to Q as a C ’ 
solution of (4.1) in Q [21]. 
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Case 2. y =O. If we set $(r)=ip WY(S) ds then (4.9) implies 
,lim P-7 -$,(f))‘PP”,Y/$(f)= 1, 
or equivalently 
lim ijI(f)/$Yi(P-“(f)= -l/P. 
I+% 
(4.30) 
(4.31) 
Integrating (4.3 1) yields 
> 
~(p-l),‘(Y+lLPJ 
3 (4.32) 
and, as WI(~) = (-$ (r))‘jY, I we get from (4.30) that 
lim tL1t4+‘-P))$t(f)= 
t-cc 
(“:11”)~‘i(4+‘-p’6,p~IL(4+,-p~, (4.33) 
which implies (4.2) as q + 1 -p = (IV- p)/(p’- p). 
5. APPENDIX: LOCAL EXISTENCE RESULTS 
Let A be a continuous function from (0, a) into R and 
Q(P)=PA(lPl) (5.1) 
for PE R. In the sequel Q is supposed to be continuous and strictly 
increasing on R and we consider the following equation in RN, 
div(A(IDuJ)Du)+f(u)=O. (5.2) 
Then the following result has been proved by Franchi etal. [16]. 
THEOREM 5.1. Assume f and W I are locally Lipschitz continuous on R; 
then for any a E [w there exists r. > 0 such that (5.2) admits a unique C ’ 
radial solution in Brm(0) = {x E RN: 1x1 < r,} such that u(a) = 0. 
This result in particular applies in the case of equation (0.1) when 
1 < p < 2. The following unpublished result due to Serrin and Veron [23] 
applies to Eq. (0.1) when p > 2. 
THEOREM 5.2. Assume f is locally Lipschitz continuous and A is non- 
decreasing on [0, co ); then for any a E R such that f(a) # 0 there exists r. > 0 
such that (5.2) admits a unique C’ radial solution in B,O(0) satisfying 
u(O) = a. 
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Proof. Step 1. If 1 f?,l < 1 B,l > 0, we claim that 
(5.3) 
In fact if B, and B, have the same sign, both positive for example, (5.3) is 
equivalent to 
or 
and finally 
Q-‘(B,)-R-L(B*)< -Q-yB,)++w(B,); 
2 
Q-‘@,I <Q-v2) 
B, B2 ’ 
(5.4) 
If we then set Sz-‘(B,) = bi (i= 1, 2) then b, > b2 and (5.3) is equivalent to 
A( -4b,), (5.5) 
which satisfies the assumption above. If B, and B, have opposite sign, 
B, < 0 < B1 for example, we set B2 = -B; and (5.3) is equivalent to 
R-l(B,)+R-‘(B;)<Q-;B’)(B1+B;) 
2 
or 
Q-‘(B,)gQ-l(B;) 
Bl 8; 
7 
(5.6) 
(5.7) 
which satisfies the second assumption. 
Step 2. Local uniqueness. If u is a radial solution of (5.2), that is, of 
(r N-‘Ln(U,))~+rN--(U)=O, (5.8) 
such that u(O)=a, then u,(O)=0 and 
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on CO, r,). If c is another radial solution of (5.2) with the same initial data, 
then 
luir)-c(r)1 ,jp {-sl-.~~IduN~!~(.c.,,c) 
-Q-’ 
{ J 
-sl-.v 5 
UN- If(v(o), da 
II 
ds. (5.10) 
0 
Set ~(~)=Min(ls’-~Ss)~~~tf(u(~))dal, Is’-NSs)aN--tf(~(d))d~l); then 
(5.3) implies that 
lu(‘-)-u(r)1 <~;Q-;;~;s)‘sl-Nj”; If(u(u))-f(o(o))l aN--‘duds. 
(5.11) 
For m > 0 let K, be the Lipschitz constant off on [a-m, a + m]. For 
0 <r < r. small enough, we have both 
Max Max(lu(r)-al, Iv(r)-al)<m, 
O$r<ro 
(5.12) 
,yr:xro Min(lf(4r))L If(d~))l)2f If(a (5.13) 
. . 
Hence 4(s) < s/2N (f(a)1 and 
with fl= I f(a)l/ZN. As the right-hand side of (5.14) is equal to 
and 
for N>2, 
(5.15) 
for N=2, 
where 
l4r) - u(r)1 6 f ji lu(o)- u(a)1 a(o) do, (5.16) 
a(a) = Q-‘(pu) UN-- 21, 
for N>2, 
logi l/a), for N=2. 
(5.17) 
By the Gronwall inequality we deduce u = v on (0, r,]. 
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Step 3. Local existence. Let m and K,,, be as in Step 2 and put m, = 
Min(m, If(a)l/2K,,,). We set 
B,= {~EC’([O, r,]; R): I&s)--al <ml, VO<s<r,}. 
If 4 E B, we define 
and we have 
If(49fl))-f(a)16mkL. (5.21) 
from the choice of m, and (5.21) f(&o)) has constant sign on [0, r,] and 
from the hypothesis we get 
<Q-l(“f’u”i ‘-NJ+ If(d(g))l da. S (5.22) 
& IffuN 
0 
Hence 
I T(#)(r) - 4 G 
( 1 
y(~if(u)i)+ (If(u)l+m,K,), 
0 
& If( 
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and finally 
From the definition of rn 
IT(dNr)-al Gm,, v4 E B,, Vr E [0, ru]. (5.24) 
The existence of a solution u to (5.8) is then equivalent to the existence of a 
fixed point u to T in B,. As in Step 2 we have 
I T(d)(r) - T($)(r)1 + j; Id(s) - W)l 4s) & (5.25) 
where a is defined in (5.17). By iteration it is then classical that there exists 
k E N * such that 
Max I TkkW-) - TkWr)l 6 (1 - 6) ,yryr I&r) - Il/(r)l (5.26) 
OCrCr, . .(I 
for some E > 0 and any 4, II/ in B,. If B, is endowed with the uniform 
convergence distance it is a complete metric space; hence Tk and T admit a 
unique fixed point in B,. 
Remark 5.1. In the case of an equation such as 
(r N-’ Iu,Ipp2 u,),=rN-‘u (5.27) 
it is clear that the hypothesis u(0) # 0 is necessary for uniqueness when 
p > 2 as (5.27) admits the trivial solution and the solution 
(5.28) 
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